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Internationalizing the Internet: The Co-evolution of Influence And Technology (New Horizons in the Economics of Innovation)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005
This compelling book focuses on the global formation of the Internet system. It contests the common belief that the Internet’s adoption was inevitable and instead examines the social and economic processes that allowed to it to prevail over competing standards and methods for achieving a global information infrastructure.  The author...
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Anger Management For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2006
If your anger, or that of a loved one, is out of control and threatening your life and livelihood, you need the calm, clear, and understanding help you’ll find in Anger Management For Dummies. This concise and practical guidebook shares specific anger management methods, skills, and exercises that will help you identify the sources...
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Clinical Studies Management: A Practical Guide to SuccessCRC Press, 2004

	What if you were suddenly in charge? After the initial excitement of a "battlefield promotion" wears off, you need to get in the trenches and get the job done. And if you are already in the trenches, you need quick access to information that will make your job easier. A comprehensive desk reference and guide, Clinical Studies...
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Great People Decisions: Why They Matter So Much, Why They are So Hard, and How You Can Master ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Great organizations are made up of great people. And for leaders at all levels within those organizations, the ability to find, hire, integrate, and retain great people is an absolutely critical skill—critical to their organization's success, and critical to their own success.
But for most people, making great appointments is difficult,...
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MySpace for MusiciansCourse Technology PTR, 2007
MySpace is one of the most popular websites on the Internet today, with millions of pages of user-generated content. This makes MySpace an ideal tool for musicians interested in promoting their music to the widest possible audience. Many acts have gone from the garage to a recording contract by using MySpace as their launching pad.  MySpace for...
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Increase Your Web Traffic in a WeekendCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	These days, everyone seems to have a home page or a Web site. However,

	just because you create and publish a Web site doesn’t mean anyone will

	visit it. Competition to attract visitors is extreme. The reality is that of the

	millions of Web pages out there, only a handful actually attract a steady

	readership; and these...
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Joomla! E-Commerce with VirtueMartPackt Publishing, 2009
VirtueMart is a widely used component for adding e-commerce to a Joomla! site. VirtueMart covers all the aspects of e-commerce in an easy-to-use fashion and allows administrators to configure the various factors such as those of the shop, selling workflow, payment, products, and more. It also has many other features, which include managing...
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman RepublicOxford University Press, 2019

	Marcus Porcius Cato ("the Younger") is most famous for being Julius Caesar's nemesis. His sustained antagonism was in large part responsible for pushing the Romans towards civil war. Yet Cato never wanted war even though he used the threat of violence against Caesar. This strategic gamble misfired as Caesar, instead of...
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Badass: Making Users AwesomeO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Note for ebook customers: The design and layout of this book play a key role in conveying the author's message. When creating the ebooks, we've tried to keep the look and feel of the print edition, but this means that not all e-reading devices will support the files. The EPUB format is optimized for iPad. The Mobi...
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Advertising and Promotion: An Integrated Marketing Communications Perspective, Sixth Edition (The Mcgraw-Hill/Irwin Series in Marketing)McGraw-Hill, 2003

	The field of advertising and promotion continues to dramatically change since the dominant days of high-powered Madison Avenue agencies. Marketers must look beyond traditional media in order to achieve success. In order to best communicate with consumers, advertisers must utilize the myriad of media outlets-print, radio, cable, satellite TV,...
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Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML, 5th EditionAddison Wesley, 2010


	Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML is intended for use

	in a beginning Web development course. Since CSS has become a standard for

	Web design, this edition introduces CSS early on and integrates this topic

	throughout the text, including CSS-based page layouts.

	Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case...
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Book Yourself Solid Illustrated: The Fastest, Easiest, and Most Reliable System for Getting More Clients Than You Can Handle Even if You Hate Marketing and SellingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A visual way to easily access the strategies and tactics in Book Yourself Solid


	Learning new concepts is easier when you can see the solution. Book Yourself Solid Illustrated, a remarkable, one-of-a-kind work of art, transforms the Book Yourself Solid system into a more compelling and...
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